
CANADA TOUR                            APRIL 16-27

WED 16   We depart from the UK on our outbound flights to CALGARY. After clearing immigration, we collect
our vehicles and take a look around the airport. Our airport hotel for the next 2 nights is nearby.

THU 17    Today we can spend in Calgary, including the main airport, museums and a visit to SPRINGBANK.

FRI 18   After a morning at Calgary, we head north, with possible stops at AIRDRIE, REYNOLDS AVIATION
MUSEUM and other airfields, then RED DEER and finally EDMONTON INTL. Our next nights hotel is here.

SAT 19   We have a morning in Edmonton, including the ALBERTA AVIATION MUSEUM. In the afternoon we
have a flight to TORONTO. We have 3 nights here to visit the area airports and nearby airport hotel.

SUN 20   A free day at Canadas busiest airport. We can also visit HAMILTON, DOWNSVIEW and TORONTO
CITY airports, amoungst others.

MON 21  Our 2nd morning in Toronto and another full day in the area. We can also visit OSHAWA EXEC.

TUE 22   Today we head north. A quick stop at PETERBORBOURGH, then on to OTTAWA, the Capital and
visit the AVIATION MUSEUM at ROCKCLIFFE airport. Then on to OTTAWA INTL and our overnight hotel.

WED 23  We have a morning at OTTAWA, then continue to MONTREAL, where we visit MIRABEL, before
arriving an MONTREAL-TRUDEAU, where we have 2 nights. 

THU 24   All day in Montreal, to spend at the main airport, plus MONTREAL METRO / ST HUBERT.

FRI 25   Our last full day and we drive to QUEBEC. We visit TROIS RIVIERES on the way up and our last
nights hotel is here.

SAT 26   We drive back to MONTREAL and have a few hours here 
before our return flights to the UK, which arrive back next morning. 

- Plenty of extra airports can be visited   -   Extensions are possible -

There is the option to continue the tour, by flying to NEW YORK and joining with the EAST COST tour

Outward / Return flights

might be via a US hub

Tour cost: £2299EST                Deposit: £499                     Single room: £495
Cost includes: Flights with luggage and all taxes, Ground transporta�on, 10 nights hotel (most with breakfast)

A spring visit to this friendly and interes�ng area. Local departures and extra airfields can be visited. Or extend to tour AT2502!! 
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